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Layer Your 
Tamper Evidence 

CHAPTER I

Layer  One: Room Secure Labels 

Layer Two:  Secure Labels for Bags and Pouches 

Layer 3: Document and Archive Box Labels 

Using non-residue tamper-evident labels for crime scene room
security has significant benefits in safeguarding critical evidence
integrity. Engineered to leave no adhesive or residue upon
removal, these labels ensure forensic evidence remains
undisturbed.  They act as a deterrent against unauthorised
access, providing a clear indication of tampering attempts so
rooms don't have to be rechecked and manned. These labels can
be written on for dates and signatures as well as having
consecutive numbering and security cuts for additional security.

Applying permanent tamper-evident security tape on bags and
non-residue labels on reusable pouches brings vital advantages
to maintaining the security of critical contents. The tape ensures
a lasting seal, acting as a clear indicator of any unauthorised
access or tampering. Non-residue labels on reusable pouches
protect forensic evidence without leaving behind adhesive
traces. Together, they boost the integrity of the evidence chain,
bolstering confidence in the security and authenticity of crucial
contents throughout investigations

Equipped with hidden patterns, security cuts, and tamper-
evident "void" messages, these permanent labels act as digital
guardians for evidence archive boxes. Upon any attempt at
removal, they leave behind undeniable proof, deterring tampering
and reassuring legal professionals throughout the chain of
custody. This ensures the integrity of stored evidence, bringing
peace of mind to investigators, legal professionals, and the justice
system.
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CHAPTER I I I

Case Study: Sealing the Truth: Tamper Evident Labels Safeguard Evidence Integrity

The Challenge: Maintaining the integrity of evidence is vital in the judicial system. Traditional methods like
seals and wax stamps offer limited protection, vulnerable to tampering and raising concerns about chain of
custody. Undetected tampering can jeopardise investigations, cast doubt on verdicts, and erode public
trust in the justice system. 

The Solution: Enter tamper-evident labels, emerging as silent guardians of evidence integrity. These
specialist labels adhere firmly to evidence containers, (bags, pouches and boxes) integrating unique
features like security cuts, hidden patterns, and "VOID" messages. Any attempt to remove the label reveals
irreversible damage, providing immediate visual proof of tampering. Providing enhanced evidence
protection, create a clear and verifiable chain of custody, these labels expedite evidence processing and
identification of potential tampering, saving valuable time and resources, demonstrating a commitment to
secure evidence handling fosters public confidence in the judicial system's ability to uphold justice fairly
and accurately and reduces challenges based on evidence integrity.

The Unity City Police Department faced recurring concerns
about potential evidence tampering, particularly during 
transport and storage. In 2023, they implemented tamper
evident labels for all evidence containers. The results were 
significant:

Zero confirmed tampering incidents: Prior to the 
      implementation, occasional reports of suspicious activity 
      raised concerns about evidence integrity. After introducing 
      labels, no confirmed tampering incidents were reported, 
      ensuring the validity of evidence presented in court.

Reduced investigation time by 20%: Streamlined evidence processing thanks to tamper-evident labels
significantly improved investigation efficiency, leading to faster case resolutions.
Increased public trust: Enhanced evidence security measures bolstered public confidence in the police
department's commitment to fair and impartial investigations.
Simplified legal proceedings: Clear evidence of tampering provided by the labels facilitated swift
resolutions in cases involving potential tampering attempts.

Conclusion:  Tamper-evident labels offer a solution for safeguarding evidence integrity in the judicial
system. They deter tampering, strengthen the chain of custody, and streamline investigations, contributing
to a fairer and more efficient pursuit of justice. 

Why tamper
evidence? 
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